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in them the interests at stake are of transcendent im-
portance : but they hold equally in every instance,
according to its measure, wherein there is a call for la-
borious, painful, and continued exertions, from which
we are likely to be deterred by obstacles, or seduced
by the solicitations of pleasure. What, then, is to be
done in the case of any such arduous and necessary
undertaking ? The answer is obvious—You should
endeavour not only to convince the understanding,
but also to affect the heart; and for this end, you
must secure the reinforcement of the passions. This
is indeed the course which would be naturally fol-
lowed by every man of common understanding, who
should know that some one, for whom he was deeply
interested, a child, for instance, or a brother, were
about to enter on a long, difficult, perilous, and cri-
tical adventure, wherein success was to be honour and
affluence ; defeat was to be contempt and ruin. And
still more, if the parent were convinced that his child
possessed faculties which, strenuously and unremit-
tingly exerted, would prove equal to all the exigen-
cies of the enterprize; but knew him also to be
volatile and inconstant, and had reason to doubt his
resolution and his vigilance; how would the friendly
monitors endeavour be redoubled, so to possess his
pupil's mind with the worth and dignity of the un-
dertaking, that there should be no opening for the
entrance of any inferior consideration!—" Weigh
well (he would say) the value of the object for which
you are about to contend, and contemplate and study
its various excellencies, till your whole soul be on
fire for its acquisition. Consider too, that if you fail,
misery and infamy are united in the alternative which
awaits you. Let not the mistaken notion of its being
a safe and easy service, for a moment beguile you into
the discontinuance or remission of your efforts. Be
aware of your imminent danger, and at the same time
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